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Catch Me (Detective D.D. Warren 6) 2012-02-02 in four days you will confront your killer how far will you go to stay alive lisa gardner always delivers heart stopping suspense harlan
coben stories that grip from the first page karin slaughter the absolute master of the psychological suspense novel sharon bolton well wrought suspense publishers weekly from the
global bestselling author of before she disappeared comes another heart stopping psychological thriller at 8pm on 21st january twenty eight year old charlie grant believes she is
going to be murdered and she wants boston s top homicide detective d d warren to handle her death investigation confronting d d at her latest crime scene charlie lays her cards on
the table for each of the last two years one of her childhood friends has been murdered leaving charlie as the only one of the three friends to remain alive but as d d delves deeper in
to the details of charlie s case she begins to question the young woman s story because charlie can now outfight and outrun anyone she meets and d d s instinct is that she s hiding a
secret a secret so explosive that charlie herself may turn out to be the biggest danger of all praise for lisa gardner thrillers brilliant as always fantastic the way so many previous
characters were incorporated in the story lisa gardner never disappoints buy it read it you will love it reader review i read almost all lg books and she is one of my favourite thriller
novels writers i would really recommended it to everyone excellent absolute perfect thriller reader review the books by this author never fail to be an amazing read the plot and action
are fast without losing their intensity so much thought and detail goes into every page reader review i will say that i love serial killer thriller novels and this delivered on every level
the characters are sympathetic and well drawn the plot rattles along and the twists and turns are believable and not predictable i loved it reader review i have read most of lisa
gardner s books and enjoyed them all it amazes me that every novel is so well written and engrossing reader review lisa gardner to me is the female version of james patterson her
books are fantastic and i could read them every day d d warren is a brilliant female lead detective reader review best author i ve come across in my 20 years of reading reader review
lisa gardner is one of my favourite authors i couldn t put it down brilliant reader review this author is unrivalled in the genre in my opinion reader review
Say Goodbye (FBI Profiler 6) 2012-07-05 sunday times and new york times bestseller lisa gardner returns with say goodbye the sixth book in the fbi profiler series as a twisted
killer weaves his web can you stay free the daily mirror says this is suspense of the highest order karin slaughter and tess gerritsen love lisa gardner have you read her yet women are
going missing prostitutes runaways the forgotten ones eighteen year old delilah rose knows something about their disappearances but she ll only talk to one woman fbi special agent
kimberly quincy even as kimberly struggles to comprehend the horrifying tale delilah has to tell she must trace their only lead a man who gets his kicks in the creepiest of ways if she
is to find a brutal serial killer who is surely about to strike again with no bodies and no clues kimberly s options are limited yet she feels herself drawing ever closer to the culprit but
how close is too close and when is it time to say goodbye
Hide 2007-01-30 you have good reason to be afraid it was a case that haunts bobby dodge to this day the case that nearly killed him and changed his life forever now in an
underground chamber on the grounds of an abandoned massachusetts mental hospital the gruesome discovery of six mummified corpses resurrects his worst nightmare the return of
a killer he thought dead and buried there s no place to run bobby s only lead is wrapped around a dead woman s neck annabelle granger has been in hiding for as long as she can
remember her childhood was a blur of new cities and assumed identities but what or who her family was running from she never knew now a body is unearthed from a grave wearing
a necklace bearing annabelle s name and the danger is too close to escape this time she s not going to run you know he will find you the new threat could be the dead psychopath s
copycat his protégé or something far more terrifying dodge knows the only way to find him is to solve the mystery of annabelle granger and to do that he must team up with his former
lover partner and friend d d warren from the boston p d but the trail leads back to a woman from bobby s past who may be every bit as dangerous as the new killer a beautiful survivor
turned avenger with an eerie link to annabelle from its tense opening pages to its shocking climax hide is a thriller that delves into our deepest darkest fears where there is no one to
trust where there is no place left to hide bonus this edition includes a new afterword lights camera hide the movie
Look for Me 2018-02-06 the new york times bestseller an utterly absorbing story about troubled families and twisted fates you won t be able to put it down and it will haunt you long
after you turn the final page shari lapena a complex crime scene a missing girl a ticking clock no one writes a more page turning gut wrenching thriller tess gerritsen in 1 new york
times bestselling author lisa gardner s latest twisty thrill ride detective d d warren and find her s flora dane return in a race against the clock to either save a young girl s life or bring
her to justice the home of a family of five is now a crime scene four of them savagely murdered one a sixteen year old girl missing was she lucky to have escaped or is her absence
evidence of something sinister detective d d warren is on the case but so is survivor turned avenger flora dane seeking different types of justice they must make sense of the clues left
behind by a young woman who whether as victim or suspect is silently pleading look for me
Find Her 2016-02-09 lisa gardner s runaway new york times bestseller a fast paced thrill ride featuring detective d d warren seven years ago carefree college student flora dane was
kidnapped while on spring break for 472 days flora learned just how much one person can endure miraculously alive after her ordeal flora has spent the past five years reacquainting
herself with the rhythms of normal life working with her fbi victim advocate samuel keynes she has a mother who s never stopped loving her a brother who is scared of the person she
s become and a bedroom wall covered with photos of other girls who ve never made it home when boston detective d d warren is called to the scene of a crime a dead man and the
bound naked woman who killed him she learns that flora has tangled with three other suspects since her return to society is flora a victim or a vigilante and with her firsthand
knowledge of criminal behavior could she hold the key to rescuing a missing college student whose abduction has rocked boston when flora herself disappears d d realizes a far more
sinister predator is out there one who s determined that this time flora dane will never escape and now it is all up to d d warren to find her
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The 7th Month (A Detective D.D. Warren Short Story) 2012-01-10 sunday times bestseller lisa gardner s first novella the 7th month takes readers into an eventful day in the life of
boston detective d d warren featuring an extract from catch me d d should be taking it easy in the seventh month of her pregnancy instead she accepts a small consulting role on the
set of a serial killer film thinking that serving as a police expert and making a little extra money may make her feel more useful than she s felt for a while a simple task until a crew
member is found beaten to death suddenly d d s date with hollywood is serious extremely pregnant on the trail of a killer and surrounded by a hundred and four murder suspects d d
must quickly unravel a tangled web of lies as another cast member is attacked d d realizes that like it or not her priorities have changed and her last desperate hope is that she can
catch a killer before she and her unborn baby pay the ultimate price
Never Tell 2019-02-19 1 new york times bestseller lisa gardner returns with an unpredictable thriller that puts fan favorites d d warren and flora dane on a shocking new case that
begins with a vicious murder and gets darker from there a man is dead shot three times in his home office but his computer has been shot twelve times and when the cops arrive his
pregnant wife is holding the gun d d warren arrives on the scene and recognizes the woman evie carter from a case many years back evie s father was killed in a shooting that was
ruled an accident but for d d two coincidental murders is too many flora dane sees the murder of conrad carter on the tv news and immediately knows his face she remembers a night
when she was still a victim a hostage and her captor knew this man overcome with guilt that she never tracked him down flora is now determined to learn the truth of conrad s
murder but d d and flora are about to discover that in this case the truth is a devilishly elusive thing as layer by layer they peel away the half truths and outright lies they wonder how
many secrets can one family have
Hide (Detective D.D. Warren 2) 2012-07-05 you can run you can hide but can you ever escape your past lisa gardner always delivers heart stopping suspense harlan coben stories that
grip from the first page karin slaughter the absolute master of the psychological suspense novel sharon bolton a brilliant book not to be missed under any circumstances the
independent on sunday from the global bestselling author comes an enthralling thriller where getting closer to the truth forces the detectives to confront the uncomfortable truths in
their pasts annabelle granger was seven years old when it first happened she arrived home to find the suitcases packed and her parents desperate to flee their home then followed
years spent running from what or who she doesn t know just an endless blur of new faces and new towns now aged 30 annabelle has finally settled in boston and is happy with her life
until the bodies of six girls are found in the grounds of an abandoned mental institute and a newspaper declares her one of the victims detectives d d warren and bobby dodge are
determined to unravel the decades old riddle and they fear that the discovery signals the return of a notorious serial killer mr bosu bobby s worst nightmare as they get closer to the
truth they will all be forced to confront the uncomfortable truths in their pasts because ultimately there is no hiding place praise for lisa gardner thrillers unpredictable suspenseful
from beginning to end i loved it reader review i was totally enthralled with this novel it kept me held in a tight grip from beginning to end reader review i read lots of psychological
thrillers but this was amongst the best if you like a fast moving suspense filled sometimes gruesome 3d character read then this is it reader review this book had me hooked from the
start i love how it kept me guessing all the way to the end and i still didn t figure it out great characters and storyline reader review the most thrilling and enjoyable i have read and i
intend to read every one of her books as so far they have all been excellent reader review this is an excellent novel and i highly recommend this to other readers reader review it starts
well and finishes even better reader review there was barely time to pause for breath reading this reader review this author is unrivalled in the genre in my opinion reader review
Love You More 2011-03-08 who do you love one question a split second decision and brian darby lies dead on the kitchen floor his wife state police trooper tessa leoni claims to have
shot him in self defense and bears the bruises to back up her tale for veteran detective d d warren it should be an open and shut case but where is their six year old daughter and how
far would you go as the homicide investigation ratchets into a frantic statewide search for a missing child d d warren must partner with former lover bobby dodge to break through
the blue wall of police brotherhood seeking to understand the inner workings of a trooper s mind while also unearthing family secrets would a trained police officer truly shoot her
own husband and would a mother harm her own child to save her for tessa leoni the worst has not yet happened she is walking a tightrope with nowhere to turn no one to trust as the
clock ticks down to a terrifying deadline she has one goal in sight and she will use every ounce of her training every trick at her disposal to do what must be done no sacrifice is too
great no action unthinkable a mother knows who she loves and all others will be made to pay love you more
The Survivors Club 2012-07-05 the survivors club is the second standalone thriller from the sunday times and new york times bestseller lisa gardner revenge is sweet but is it worth
the price you pay karin slaughter calls lisa gardner an amazing writer have you read her yet jillian hayes carol rosen and meg pesaturo s lives changed forever in an instant when
eddie como the college hill rapist came into their lives but they refused to be victims instead they chose to be survivors helping to put him away was one form of justice but they
couldn t deny that secretly they wanted his life destroyed as he destroyed theirs so when eddie is shot down outside the courtroom on the eve of the trial they are both relieved and
revenged but now they re also prime suspects and surviving is about to get tougher still detective roan griffin thinks this was a professional hit and all that remains is to work out who
ordered it he knows that the women are key but when another woman is savagely attacked the situation gets a lot more complicated for griffin the hunt is on to find the person
responsible before membership of the exclusive club grows
The FBI Profiler Series 6-Book Bundle 2013-04-29 throughout this electrifying series from one of the best thriller writers in the business associated press brilliant fbi profiler pierce
quincy faces off against all manner of serial killers and psychopaths alongside his partner rainie conner and his daughter kimberly quincy now this edge of your seat ebook bundle
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assembles all six of the superb novels featuring lisa gardner s extraordinary protagonist the perfect husband the third victim the next accident the killing hour gone say goodbye a
convicted murderer escapes from a maximum security prison to go after the wife who put him behind bars a maniac who kills for sport hides in the shadows even as a boy confesses to
his horrific crimes a predator torments his victims with unspeakably intimate acts of violence a butcher leaves two bodies each time he strikes with the first containing clues that lead
to the second a madman pursues money power and celebrity by adopting the alias of a notorious killer a sadist hunts the streets for vulnerable girls and makes their nightmares come
alive these are just a few of the souls that haunt lisa gardner s riveting series but all these criminals have one thing in common they are no match for pierce quincy praise for lisa
gardner and her pierce quincy novels lisa gardner always delivers heart stopping suspense harlan coben an unforgettably evil villain and a throat gripping climax make the perfect
husband a real page turner tess gerritsen riveting hold your breath suspense iris johansen on the third victim a suspense laden twist filled tale that easily equals the best of sue
grafton and kathy reichs the providence journal on the next accident gardner keeps us guessing she also keeps us on edge los angeles times on the killing hour as usual gardner
delivers the thrills the orlando sentinel on gone just when you thought lisa gardner couldn t get any better she does say goodbye is a stunning chilling up all night thriller that will
leave you shaken lee child
The Third Victim (FBI Profiler 2) 2012-07-05 the third victim is the second book in the fbi profiler series from the sunday times and new york times bestseller lisa gardner what
would you do if a killer had you in his sights sophie hannah and karin slaughter love lisa gardner have you read her yet following a shocking act of violence a young boy confesses to a
horrific shooting spree at a local school the frightened residents of bakersville oregon are demanding answers but is all as it seems officer rainie conner is leading her first homicide
investigation and whilst the event is bringing up past sins and painful memories of her own she knows that she has to find the whole truth with the help of fbi profiler pierce quincy
rainie launches a full investigation but she soon realises that the shooting is just the beginning there s someone out there watching rainie and he won t rest until he s finished what he
started
The Next Accident (FBI Profiler 3) 2012-07-05 the next accident is the third book in the fbi profiler series from the sunday times and new york times bestseller when someone
knows your every weakness how can you stop them preying on you karin slaughter calls lisa gardner an amazing writer do you want to find out why when fbi special agent pierce
quincy s daughter was killed in a tragic accident her drink problem and chequered past ensured that the official report deemed it just that an accident but what if someone knew her
weaknesses what if someone knew just how to catch her at her most vulnerable what if someone was determined to kill her ex cop rainie connor jumps at the chance to help quincy
after he saw her through the darkest days of her life together they move closer to the twisted psychopath responsible someone who craves revenge who feeds on fear someone who
knows quincy has another daughter just as precious to him as mandy but as they race against time to save quincy s surviving daughter from her sister s fate they know must take
drastic action and decide that they need bait rainie can the killer resist the temptation of quincy s ex lover and will rainie live to regret her decision
Right Behind You 2017-01-31 the 1 new york times bestseller another twisty bestselling thriller from lisa gardner featuring pierce quincy and rainie conner as they take on a case
that hits far too close to home eight years ago sharlah may nash s older brother beat their drunken father to death with a baseball bat in order to save both of their lives now thirteen
years old sharlah has finally moved on about to be adopted by retired fbi profiler pierce quincy and his partner rainie conner sharlah loves one thing best about her new family they
are all experts on monsters then the call comes in a double murder at a local gas station followed by reports of an armed suspect shooting his way through the wilds of oregon as
quincy and rainie race to assist they are forced to confront mounting evidence the shooter may very well be sharlah s older brother telly ray nash and it appears his killing spree has
only just begun as the clock winds down on a massive hunt for telly quincy and rainie must answer two critical questions why after eight years has this young man started killing again
and what does this mean for sharlah once upon a time sharlah s big brother saved her life now she has two questions of her own is her brother a hero or a killer and how much will it
cost her new family before they learn the final shattering truth because as sharlah knows all too well the biggest danger is the one standing right behind you
Live to Tell 2010-07-13 a suspenseful roller coaster ride karin slaughter lisa gardner always delivers heart stopping suspense harlan coben he knows everything about you including
the first place you ll hide on a warm summer night in one of boston s working class neighborhoods an unthinkable crime has been committed four members of a family have been
brutally murdered the father and possible suspect now lies clinging to life in the icu murder suicide or something worse veteran police detective d d warren is certain of only one thing
there s more to this case than meets the eye danielle burton is a survivor a dedicated nurse whose passion is to help children at a locked down pediatric psych ward but she remains
haunted by a family tragedy that shattered her life nearly twenty five years ago the dark anniversary is approaching and when d d warren and her partner show up at the facility
danielle immediately realizes it has started again a devoted mother victoria oliver has a hard time remembering what normalcy is like but she will do anything to ensure that her
troubled son has some semblance of a childhood she will love him no matter what nurture him keep him safe protect him even when the threat comes from within her own house the
lives of these three women unfold and connect in unexpected ways as sins from the past emerge and stunning secrets reveal just how tightly blood ties can bind sometimes the most
devastating crimes are the ones closest to home
Murder on Cold Street 2020-10-06 charlotte holmes lady sherlock is back solving new cases in the victorian set mystery series from the usa today bestselling author of the art of
theft inspector treadles charlotte holmes s friend and collaborator has been found locked in a room with two dead men both of whom worked with his wife at the great manufacturing
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enterprise she has recently inherited rumors fly had inspector treadles killed the men because they had opposed his wife s initiatives at every turn had he killed in a fit of jealous rage
because he suspected mrs treadles of harboring deeper feelings for one of the men to make matters worse he refuses to speak on his own behalf despite the overwhelming evidence
against him charlotte finds herself in a case strewn with lies and secrets but which lies are to cover up small sins and which secrets would flay open a past better left forgotten not to
mention how can she concentrate on only murders when lord ingram her oldest friend and sometime lover at last dangles before her the one thing she has always wanted
One Step Too Far 2015-01-27 the 1 international bestseller reminiscent of after i m gone sister before i go to sleep and the silent wife an intricately plotted thoroughly addictive
thriller that introduces a major new voice in suspense fiction a mesmerizing and powerful novel that will keep you guessing to the very end no one has ever guessed emily s secret will
you a happy marriage a beautiful family a lovely home so what makes emily coleman get up one morning and walk right out of her life to start again as someone new now emily has
become cat working at a hip advertising agency in london and living on the edge with her inseparable new friend angel cat s buried any trace of her old self so well no one knows how
to find her but she can t bury the past or her own memories and soon she ll have to face the truth of what she s done a shocking revelation that may push her one step too far
Fear Nothing 2014-11-04 detective d d warren must consult one killer to catch another in this taut thriller from the 1 new york times bestselling master of psychological suspense
associated press they were daughters of a monster a father who slaughtered eight prostitutes before dying himself dr adeline glen left the nightmare behind and now she specializes
in pain management her sister shana day followed in her father s violent footsteps first killing at age fourteen and being incarcerated for more than twenty five years after a brutal
attack boston detective d d warren needs adeline s professional help to recover physically but when a new psychopath known as the rose killer begins a reign of terror d d must also
consult the insane shana who claims she can help catch the madman d d may not be back on the job but she is back on the hunt because the rose killer isn t just targeting lone women
he s targeting d d and she knows there s only one way to take him down
Catch Me 2012-12-24 detective d d warren has four days to stop a killer in this shocking must read from 1 new york times bestselling author lisa gardner one of library journal s best
thrillers of the year charlene grant believes she is going to die for the past few years her childhood friends have been murdered one by one same day same time now she s the last of
her friends alive and she s counting down the final four days of her life until january 21st charlene doesn t plan on going down without a fight she has taken up boxing shooting and
running she also wants boston s top homicide detective d d warren to handle the investigation but as d d delves deeper into the case she starts to question the woman s story instinct
tells her that charlene may not be in any danger at all if that s true the woman must have a secret one so terrifying that it alone could be the greatest threat of all associated press
Alone 2005-01-11 alone massachusetts state trooper bobby dodge watches a tense hostage standoff unfold through the scope of his sniper rifle just across the street in wealthy back
bay boston an armed man has barricaded himself with his wife and child the man s finger tightens on the trigger and dodge has only a split second to react and forever pay the
consequences alone that s where the nightmare began for cool beautiful and dangerously sexy catherine rose gagnon twenty five years ago she was buried underground during a
month long nightmare of abduction and abuse now her husband has just been killed her father in law the powerful judge gagnon blames catherine for his son s death and for the
series of unexplained illnesses that have sent her own young son repeatedly to the hospital alone a madman survived solitary confinement in a maximum security prison where he d
done hard time for the most sadistic of crimes now he walks the streets a free man invisible anonymous and filled with an unquenchable rage for vengeance what brings them
together is a moment of violence but what connects them is a passion far deeper and much more dangerous for a killer is loose who s woven such an intricate web of evil that no one is
above suspicion no one is beyond harm and no one will see death coming until it has them cornered helpless and alone
When You See Me 2020-01-28 1 new york times bestselling author lisa gardner unites three of her most beloved characters detective d d warren flora dane and kimberly quincy in a
twisty new thriller as they investigate a mysterious murder from the past which points to a dangerous and chilling present day crime fbi special agent kimberly quincy and sergeant
detective d d warren have built a task force to follow the digital bread crumbs left behind by deceased serial kidnapper jacob ness when a disturbing piece of evidence is discovered in
the hills of georgia they bring flora dane and true crime savant keith edgar to a small town where something seems to be deeply wrong what at first looks like a gothic eeriness soon
hardens into something much more sinister and they discover that for all the evil jacob committed while alive his worst secret is still to be revealed quincy and dd must summon their
considerable skills and experience to crack the most disturbing case of their careers and flora must face her own past directly in the hope of saving others
Confessions on the 7:45: A Novel 2020-10-06 coming to netflix intricate and nuanced on par with the best top flight psychological suspense l a times international bestseller from
master of suspense lisa unger comes a riveting thriller about a chance encounter that unravels a stunning web of lies selena murphy is commuting home on the train when she strikes
up a conversation with a beautiful stranger in the next seat the woman introduces herself as martha and soon confesses that she s been stuck in an affair with her boss selena in turn
confesses that she suspects her husband is sleeping with the nanny when the train arrives at selena s station the two women part ways presumably never to meet again then the
nanny disappears as selena is pulled into the mystery of what happened and as the fractures in her marriage grow deeper she begins to wonder who was martha really but she is
hardly prepared for what she ll discover don t miss the new couple in 5b lisa unger s newest psychological thriller about a couple that inherits an apartment with a truly chilling past
looking for more spine tingling thrillers check out these other titles by new york times bestselling author lisa unger under my skin the stranger inside last girl ghosted secluded cabin
sleeps six the new couple in 5b coming march 2024
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Gone (FBI Profiler 5) 2012-07-05 gone is the fifth book in the fbi profiler series from the sunday times and new york times bestseller lisa gardner when someone you love vanishes
what would you do to get them back if you love tess gerritsen and karin slaughter you ll love lisa gardner it s 2am on a rain beaten stretch of road near bakersville oregon when a car
is found abandoned the door wrenched open the engine running the headlights on full beam the driver rainie conner is nowhere to be found ex fbi profiler pierce quincy will not rest
until he s found his estranged wife and together with his daughter fbi agent kimberly quincy he knows he will have to comb every facet of his wife s life since they separated if he is to
understand what happened to rainie could the troubles of her past have caught up with her or is her disappearance connected to the horrifying cases they d been working on all
quincy knows as the clock ticks down is that he is in the most desperate hunt of his life
The Perfect Husband (FBI Profiler 1) 2012-07-05 the perfect husband the first book in the fbi profiler series from the sunday times and new york times bestseller lisa gardner what
would you do if the man you loved wanted to kill you if you love karin slaughter you ll love lisa gardner when tess beckett married jim a well respected and decorated cop she thought
all her dreams had come true but within two years the vows she made were shattered as her husband was charged with murdering ten women with jim behind bars tess feels certain
that she can move on with her life until she learns that jim has escaped from prison as a frantic and rigorous manhunt gets underway in four states tess knows that it s only a matter
of time until her perfect husband tracks her down for the revenge he is sure to demand and when he finds her she must be ready because this time she s determined that their
separation will be till death do us part
The Other Daughter 2012-07-05 the other daughter is a brilliant standalone thriller from the sunday times and new york times bestseller lisa gardner if you can t trust your family
then who can you trust sophie hannah and karin slaughter love lisa gardner have you read her yet when melanie wakes up in hospital all she knows is that she can t remember any of
the first nine years of her life and no one is there waiting for her for dr stokes who treated melanie that night and his wife their decision to adopt the abandoned child comes as a
blessing following their desperate struggle to deal with the brutal murder of their four year old daughter meagan but when after twenty years of happy family life melanie suddenly
finds her past under investigation by a reporter and an fbi agent everything she thought she knew about her new life is questioned and when horrific messages and gifts start arriving
melanie is forced to face the terrifying reality that her family may be the last people she should trust
The Killing Hour 2003-07-15 each time he struck he took two victims day after day he waited for the first body to be discovered a body containing all the clues the investigators
needed to find the second victim who waited prey to a slow but certain death the clock ticked salvation was possible the police were never in time years have passed but for this killer
time has stood still as a heat wave of epic proportions descends the game begins again two girls have disappeared and the clock is ticking rookie fbi agent kimberly quincy knows the
killer s deadline can be met but she ll have to break some rules to beat an exactingly vicious criminal at a game he s had time to perfect for the killing hour has arrived
Agatha Raisin: Beating About the Bush 2019-10-24 every new agatha raisin escapade is a total joy ashley jensen no wonder she s been crowned queen of cosy crime mail on
sunday a beaton novel is like the archers on speed daily mail the detective novels of m c beaton have reached cult status the times irresistible unputdownable a joy anne robinson
agatha raisin returns for her 30th adventure when private detective agatha raisin comes across a severed leg in a roadside hedge it looks like she is about to become involved in a
particularly gruesome murder looks however can be deceiving as agatha discovers when she is employed to investigate a case of industrial espionage at a factory where nothing is
quite what it seems the factory mystery soon turns to murder and a bad tempered donkey turns agatha into a national celebrity before bringing her ridicule and shame to add to her
woes agatha finds herself grappling with growing feelings for her friend and occasional lover sir charles fraith then as a possible solution to the factory murder unfolds her own life is
thrown into deadly peril will agatha get her man at last or will the killer get her first praise for m c beaton s agatha raisin series the detective novels of m c beaton a master of
outrageous black comedy have reached cult status the times a beaton novel is like the archers on speed daily mail agatha is like miss marple with a drinking problem a pack a day
habit and major man lust in fact i think she could be living my dream life entertainment weekly agatha raisin is sharp witty hugely intelligent unfailingly entertaining m c beaton has
created a new national treasure the stories zing along and are irresistible unputdownable a joy if you buy one book a year let it be this agatha raisin is the strongest link anne robinson
m c beaton s imperfect heroine is an absolute gem publishers weekly being a cranky middle aged female myself i found agatha charming amazon customer review agatha is a glorious
cross between miss marple auntie mame and lucille ball with a tad of pit bull tossed in she s wonderful st petersburg times anyone interested in intelligent amusing reading will want
to make the acquaintance of mrs agatha raisin atlanta journal constitution few things in life are more satisfying than to discover a brand new agatha raisin mystery tampa tribune
times beaton has a winner in the irrepressible romance hungry agatha chicago sun times
One Step Too Far 2022-01-20 pre order frankie s next adventure still see you everywhere now the sunday times bestselling novel richard judy bookclub pick tv series optioned hilary
swank to co star and produce propulsive adrenaline fuelled terrifyingly real clare mackintosh will have you flipping pages at breakneck speed linwood barclay this book exceeds even
gardner s high standards daily mail five men head into the woods for a bachelor party weekend only four return if he never left the woods where did he go a young man disappears
during a stag weekend in the woods years later he s still missing but his friends who were with him that day are still searching for him still hunting for answers they hike deep into the
wilderness with them is missing person specialist frankie elkin what they don t know is that they are putting their own lives in terrifying danger and may not come back alive
terrifying primal and very very tense kirkus starred review one of crime fiction s most intriguing new sleuths booklist beyond brilliant ingenious intense edgy dialogue library journal
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everything you want in a crime thriller frost magazine sinister a tense crackling read people readers love one step too far wow what a thoroughly taut tense and engaging mystery this
is a riveting crime read with oodles of tension and suspense i honestly couldn t believe how much i came to love the characters in this story the story really tugged at my heartstrings
and now i can t wait to join frankie on her next search this is first class entertainment for thriller lovers and i highly recommend reading this book no one writes a more page turning
gut wrenching edgy thriller than lisa gardner tess gerritsen lisa gardner s fast paced and exciting novels twist when you expect a turn and turn when you expect a twist i cannot
recommend her more karin slaughter for years lisa gardner has been one of the best in the business harlan coben no one owns this corner of the crime genre the way lisa gardner
does lee child lisa gardner is at the top of her game kathy reichs
The Neighbor 2009-06-16 a young mother blond and pretty vanishes from her south boston home leaving behind only one witness her four year old daughter and one suspect her
handsome secretive husband from the moment detective sergeant d d warren arrives at the joneses snug little bungalow instinct tells her that something is seriously off with the
wholesome image the couple has worked so hard to create with the clock ticking on the life of a missing woman and a media firestorm building d d must decide whether jason jones is
hiding his guilt or just trying to hide but first she must stand between a potential killer and his next victim an innocent child who may have seen too much
Say Goodbye (The Sacramento Series Book 3) 2021-08-05 pre order the brand new novel from sunday times bestseller karen rose the closer you get to the truth the more
dangerous it gets fbi agent tom hunter has been chasing down leads to find the brutal cult that damaged some of his closest friends they managed to escape to tell their stories but
eden s location has always remained a mystery liza barkley is struggling with her feelings for tom and wonders if their friendship can survive the secrets they ve kept from one
another but they may be forced to confront the truth when a chance to help the investigation puts liza directly in the line of fire when the perpetrator of an attempted sniper attack on
liza and her friends is discovered to be one of the cult s leaders dj belmont it becomes clear that he is out to get revenge on the victims who escaped eden s clutches but there is one
person who has always had control over dj and who no one outside of eden has ever glimpsed cult leader pastor when a serious injury forces pastor to seek help outside the confines
of the eden tom and his team finally have a chance to bring the cult down but dj belmont has his own plan and is not going to stop until he gets what he wants
MacNamara's Woman 2013-10-01 the second family secrets novel from the 1 new york times bestselling author of right behind you and find her three siblings searching for the truth
about their family are about to find more than they bargained for when tamara allistair lost her family she quickly learned that the only person she could rely on was herself now
tamara wants revenge against the man who wronged her but going after a target with far reaching connections is a dangerous gamble and soon tamara is the one being threatened a
man with his own share of family issues ex marine c j macnamara knows that protecting tamara is the right thing to do keeping her safe is no easy task but getting her to trust him is
an entirely different challenge as tamara attempts to right a wrong ten years in the making c j puts his own life on the line to protect the woman who is more worthy of love than
anyone he s ever known
Little Mercies 2014-06-24 veteran social worker ellen moore is a fiercely dedicated children s advocate and a devoted mother and wife but one blistering summer day a simple
moment of distraction will have repercussions that ellen could never have imagined threatening to shatter everything she holds dear and trapping her between the gears of the system
she works for meanwhile ten year old jenny briard suddenly finds herself on her own forced to survive with nothing but a few dollars and her street smarts the last thing she wants is a
social worker but when ellen s and jenny s lives collide little do they know just how much they can help one another
3 Truths and a Lie (A Detective D.D. Warren Short Story) 2016-01-05 boston detective d d warren faces her most brutal adversaries yet a class of jaded thriller writers in sunday
times bestselling author lisa gardner s exclusive ebook short story includes an extract from lisa s next psychological thriller find her in lisa gardner s latest ebook exclusive short story
detective d d warren takes on her most intimidating assignment yet a fifty minute class meant to educate a horde of bloodthirsty thriller writers on the ways of actual police work yet
sometimes life really does imitate fiction as d d takes the writers through the reality of one of her most twisted cases a case that involves a seedy motel room drugs prostitution and a
severed leg with lisa s trademark suspense sharp observations and thrilling storytelling 3 truths and a lie is a fascinating chapter in d d s storied career includes an early look at find
her coming out on 9 february 2016
Her Silent Cry 2019-08-14 round and round she goes blonde pigtails flying her high pitched giggle catching on the wind but as the ride slows to a stop her seat is suddenly empty little
lucy is gone when seven year old lucy ross is snatched from the carousel in denton city park detective josie quinn joins the frantic search she s the one who finds lucy s sparkly
butterfly backpack abandoned by the ticket booth a note with a devastating message stuffed inside answer your phone or your sweet little darling will die the next day lucy s parents
are filled with hope when they pick up a call which they think is from their babysitter but instead it s a chilling male voice on the line josie races to the babysitter s small apartment
only to find her lifeless body in a tangle of sheets on her bed josie is faced with the most high stakes case of her career as each new phone call from someone connected to the family
ends with the shocking discovery of another body this twisted killer wants revenge and he won t stop until the ross family are in pieces something is telling josie that lucy s parents
aren t giving her the whole truth but digging deeper into their lives will force her to confront a life changing secret of her own does josie have what it takes to crack this case she has
no choice if she s going to bring lucy home alive an absolutely unputdownable new crime thriller from an amazon usa today and wall street journal bestselling author readers who love
robert dugoni angela marsons and rachel caine will be hooked until the final jaw dropping page readers adore her silent cry go and read this nail biting unputdownable book
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goodreads reviewer 5 stars i read this book in one sitting hooked from the first page spent most of this read sat on the edge of my seat in places i was shocked but kept on reading i
had to know i did not want this book to end highly recommended hell no this is a must read goodreads reviewer 5 stars wow what a thrill ride the reader gets sucked into the drama
the surprises keep coming i was literally glued to the pages of this book goodreads reviewer 5 stars wow this book had me on the edge of my seat holding my breath absolutely loved it
and found it very hard to put down her silent cry definitely gets 5 stars from me it was awesome bonnie s book talk 5 stars fast pace combined with a suspenseful and twisted plot
filled with secrets intensity levels go through the roof i myself was too busy flying through the pages and enjoying myself to really stand still if you are a fan of intense and thrilling
detective thrillers that pack a punch you should definitely schedule yourself a meeting with detective josie quinn soon it s all about books 5 stars an edge of your seat nail biter and my
most favorite josie novel to date a great read love love love this series i loved it tropical delusions 5 stars 5 stars plus for this great read i couldn t swipe the pages fast enough i tried
to put her silent cry down and get some sleep that didn t happen light was back on in 5 minutes i just had to know what happened twists and turns to make your head spin don t miss
this series goodreads reviewer 5 stars omg i can t say enough good things about this book an emotional roller coaster so many twists and turns the ending definitely threw me for a
loop i would ve never guessed it in a million years such a shocking twist goodreads reviewer 5 stars
Before She Disappeared 2021-09-28 the instant new york times bestseller from 1 new york times bestselling author lisa gardner a propulsive thriller featuring an ordinary woman
who will stop at nothing to find the missing people that the rest of the world has forgotten frankie elkin is an average middle aged woman a recovering alcoholic with more regrets
than belongings but she spends her life doing what no one else will searching for missing people the world has stopped looking for when the police have given up when the public no
longer remembers when the media has never paid attention frankie starts looking a new case brings her to mattapan a boston neighborhood with a rough reputation she is searching
for angelique badeau a haitian teenager who vanished from her high school months earlier resistance from the boston pd and the victim s wary family tells frankie she s on her own
and she soon learns she s asking questions someone doesn t want answered but frankie will stop at nothing to discover the truth even if it means the next person to go missing could
be her
Butterfly Sisters 2022-02-22 when emerging from its cocoon a butterfly needs the struggle to push the fluid from its body into its wings so essentially without the struggle it never
flies from the usa today bestselling author of the beach house comes a story about family bonds second chances and finding out who we really are butterfly sisters is the perfect
escape for fans of susan wiggs raeanne thayne and susan mallery about to land her biggest deal yet leigh henderson is on her game she s prepared for this and nothing can get in her
way except rebecca mayer who d sashayed in a few weeks ago with a former client list that would fill the entire hallway to leigh s office if she laid it out end to end when her boss
unexpectedly offers the deal to rebecca and tells leigh he s letting her go leigh finds herself without a job but that s the least of her worries her mother has some news that will change
everything she s asked leigh and her sister meredith to meet her at the family cabin on old hickory lake not only has leigh been unable to track down her sister for years but going
back to the cabin would mean dealing with the loss of her beloved grandmother and also chance running into her old flame colton harris the one love she s never been able to
completely let go of will confronting her grief speaking to her estranged sister and being forced to face the love she d left behind help leigh to learn who she really is a heartwarming
story that will have you laughing crying and rushing to those you hold dear if you loved the christmas movies based on jenny s books and are looking for more feel good small town
romance look no further
The H. G. Wells Collection 2017-10-03 collected together here are seven of the most iconic novels of h g wells the father of science fiction himself with each story he presents a unique
and exciting twist in the invisible man a scientist s experimentation with visibility goes disastrously wrong the time machine features a traveller recounting his adventures into the
future and the island of doctor moreau explores the terrifying boundaries of human and animal morality other stories included are the war of the worlds the first men in the moon
when the sleeper wakes and the world set free this array of thrilling stories ranges from scenes of alien invasions to visions of dystopian futures
Someone Knows 2019-04-09 lisa scottoline is one of the very best writers at work today michael connelly heart pounding lisa gardner twenty years ago four teenagers spent a blissful
summer as the closest of friends but when a new boy looked to join them they convinced him to play a dangerous initiation game with deadly stakes what happened next would change
each of them forever now after leading separate lives three of the four friends reunite for the first time since that summer and unbearable memories come flooding back someone
knows what happened but who and just how far will they go to keep their shocking secrets buried
The Guy Who Died Twice 2019-01-08 sergeant detective d d warren confronts the strangest case of her career in this exclusive ebook short story by 1 new york times bestselling
author lisa gardner a usa today and wall street journal bestseller d d warren was pretty sure she d seen it all then a man walks into police headquarters attempting desperately to
convince the squad that he s dead explaining to him that he s very much alive they finally send him on his way and then hours later he turns up actually dead and it s on d d warren to
figure out how and why the dead man died twice plus an early look at gardner s next riveting thriller never tell
House Divided 2011-07-05 washington political fixer joe demarco is caught in the middle of a silent war in a thriller that will make your heart race and your mind ponder lisa gardner
new york times bestselling author author of house witness 2019 edgar award finalist for best novel when the nsa was caught illegally wiretapping us citizens the program was brought
to a screeching halt but the man behind the operation simply moved it into the shadows and that s where they ve recorded a rogue military group murdering two american civilians
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one of whom is related to joe demarco as he handles the burial of his cousin demarco is unwittingly drawn into a battle for influence power and survival between the nsa and a
ruthless four star army general but neither side realizes that demarco is no one s pawn and if they think they have trouble dealing with each other they have no idea how much trouble
demarco is about to bring to their doorsteps once again spinning a crisply plotted entertainment weekly tale that delves into the darkest recesses of the us government mike lawson
has delivered the political thriller of the year john lutz new york times bestselling author
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